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Nelson
Mandela
Rolihlahla Mandela, more well-known as Nelson Mandela, was an activist and revolutionary who helped
bring an end to decades of injustice and racial segregation in South Africa. He was born on July 18, 1918,
into a wealthy family. As one of the chief’s children, he would have inherited much of his father’s wealth,
and influence had he remained in his village. Instead, Mandela moved to Johannesburg and became a
prominent political figure, the symbol of the liberation movement and eventually the first black
president of South Africa.
In 1910 four previously independent British colonies joined to form the Union of South Africa. Nelson
Mandela grew up in this colonial setting where the white minority ruled, and the indigenous peoples
were denied basic human rights His ambition and strong sense of justice led him to join the African
National Congress (ANC) in 1944, and in 1948 he began his long and arduous battle against the
apartheid policies of the ruling Afrikaners National Party.
In 1956 Mandela was tried for treason as one of the people behind the Freedom Charter, a document
demanding basic rights for the people of South Africa, but was finally acquitted in 1961. In 1960, police
stormed a peaceful protest in the town of Sharpeville which ended in the death of 69 African protesters.
According to Mandela, the Treason Trial, the Sharpeville Massacre, as well as the subsequent banning of
the ANC were proof that the anti-apartheid movement could no longer hope to fight the ruling regime
through non-violent protests. Thus in 1961 Mandela founded the military wing of the ANC called
Umkhonto we Sizwe (Spear of the Nation), or MK.
In December that year, the MK planned to sabotage the government by attacking government offices, a
power station, and communication lines. These acts resulted in the arrests of Mandela and his fellow
Umkhonto we Sizwe leaders in 1963. What ensued was another long trial in which Mandela was
sentenced to life in prison. However, even incarceration failed to stop him from continuing his fight
against the racist government. In fact, throughout the 27 years he spent in prison, Mandela became the
most famous political prisoner in the world and remained the symbol of the anti-apartheid movement.
When he was finally released in 1990, Mandela led the ANC’s negotiations with the ruling Nationalist
Party to finally put an end to the apartheid government and in 1993 he won the Nobel Peace Prize for
his efforts. The following year he became the first black president of South Africa.
After serving one term as president, Mandela stepped down from his position, but he continued to serve
as an advocate of justice, freedom and human rights until the day he died. He passed away on
December 5, 2013, but he has not been forgotten. Today his face can be seen on South African bills, a
stadium in South Africa carries his name, and July 18 was proclaimed “Nelson Mandela International Day”
in honor of this great man.
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Vocab Match
Word
Answer

Name: ____________________

Definition

1. activist

1. ___

a. noun- a person trying to influence political
or social change

2. segregation

2. ___

b. adjective- very difficult

3. prominent

3. ___

c. verb- to free from criminal charges

4. indigenous

4. ___

d. adjective- important, famous

5. arduous

5. ___

6. apartheid

6. ___

7. acquit

7. ___

g. noun- locked in prison

8. sabotage

8. ___

h. adjective- native

9. incarceration

9. ___

i. noun- discrimination because of race

10. advocate

10. ___

j. noun- separation of one group from others

e. verb- deliberately destroy, damage, or
obstruct something
f. noun- a person who publicly supports a
particular cause or policy

Discussion Topics
1. If you could go to Africa, what would you want to see and do?

2. Do you think slavery still exists today? If so, in which form?

3. How do you solve problems/disagreements with your friends/family?

4. Heroes are born. Heroes are made. Which of these statements do you agree
with?

5. What would you do if you became president of your country?
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Name: ____________________

Nelson Mandela

Hint!
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Name: ____________________

Quiz
1) What is Nelson Mandela’s real name?
a. Rolihlahla b. Madiba c. Jongintaba d. Thembi
2) Which party was Mandela part of?
a. National Party b. South African Congress of Democrats c. African National Congress d. PAC
3) According to the text, how many times was Mandela tried in court?
a. 4 b. 3 c. 1 d. 2
4) What was Umkhonto we Sizwe?
a. a political party b. a South African tribe c. a military organization d. a spear
5) What does Umkhonto we Sizwe mean?
a. Spear of the Nation b. Arrow of God c. Nation’s Sword d. Shield of the Nation
6) What happened after he tried to sabotage the government?
a. he was sentenced to death b. he was sentenced to life in prison c. he moved to Egypt d. he became a
doctor
7) How many years did Mandela spend in prison?
a. 30 b. 18 c. 28 d. 27
8) Which prestigious prize did Mandela receive?
a. Palme d’Or b. Pulitzer Prize c. Oscar d. Nobel Prize
9) How many presidential terms did Mandela serve?
a. 4 b. 3 c. 2 d. 1
10) Nelson Mandela International Day is celebrated on the day he _______.
a. died b. was born c. became president d. was released from prison
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Key
Matching Quiz
1. a
2. j
3. d
4. h
5. b
6. i
7. c
8. e
9. g
10. f

1. a
2. c
3. d
4. c
5. a
6. b
7. d
8. d
9. d
10. b

PROJECT: Students write a plan for a project they
would do as president of their country.
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